
When Prime Minister Trudeau made an
announcement of $1.5 billion in an ocean protection
plan, the media immediately assumed this would
‘soften’ opposition to Kinder Morgan approval.
Nothing could be further from the truth. 
First, let’s look at the announcement, it’s welcome

news but is not $1.5 billion for protecting BC’s
coastline from oilspill. First, it’s $500 million for BC
over 5 years. The same amounts and time frame are
allocated for our Atlantic and Arctic coasts. Beyond
that, not all of the announced $1.5 billion is for oil
spill response. 

What It Will Be Used For
The protection of our oceans from current levels of
marine transportation of goods and abandoned
vessels requires a huge commitment of resources to
achieve acceptable levels of protection. 
The funds also will cover a ramped-up, and way

overdue programme to remove derelict vessels and
do more to prevent them in the first place. Available
funds to deal with derelict vessels were slashed in
Transport Canada’s Vancouver office years ago. 
The Ocean Protection announcement also

includes increased Coast Guard capacity and
emergency response of all kinds, including new
rescue stations. 
Recall that we lost a lot of Coast Guard capacity

in the Harper years. Also recall that Harper shut
down all the coastal Environment Canada offices for
Emergency response that used to exist, reduced to

one station only, in Quebec with a 1-800 number
for all the other coasts. It is not clear from this
announcement if those will be reinstated, but they
must be.
The $1.5 billion also includes funding for

research into how to clean-up oilspills. 
In other words, given the slashing of the last ten

years, this announced funding doesn’t get us much
more advanced than where we were years ago.
A major funding announcement such as this

should be understood as remedying past cuts. There
is no way that the Oceans Protection plan
establishes sufficient protection for British
Columbia against the threat of dilbit spills if Kinder
Morgan’s pipelines increase tanker traffic 7-fold . 

Finding Out How To Protect
Against Dilbit

The fact that the funding announcement includes a
focus on the technology and gaps in knowledge for
oilspill clean-up is a strong confirmation that the
federal government knows that the science is far
from resolved. We really have no idea how to clean-
up spills of dilbit. The review of the state of our
knowledge assembled by the Royal Society of
Canada, our national scientific academy, released a
year ago as ‘The Behaviour and Environmental
Impacts of Crude Oil Released into Aqueous
Environments’, made it clear there are large gaps in
our knowledge of how bitumen mixed with diluent
will behave in the marine environment. 
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Does Trudeau’s $1.5 billion oilspill response
announcement reassure British Columbians? No way? -
Elizabeth May, MP



That report—while available to the NEB—was
rejected in evidence as unfair to TransMountain as
it was evidence only available at the end of the
process.  
Readers of Island Tides have already seen my

many articles pointing out that the NEB process was
totally flawed and that the Kinder Morgan claims
were never subjected to cross-examination. The
Kinder Morgan claims that dilbit behaves just like
crude are based on a laughable experiment over a
ten-day period in Alberta. What we do know is that
six years after the dilbit spill in Kalamazoo
Michigan, the bitumen is still in the ecosystem.  
We have (blessedly) not had a dilbit spill in the

marine environment.
The corporate oilspill response company,

Western Canada Marine Response Corporation
(WCMRC)—which will no doubt benefit from new
ships and ancillary clean-up technology from federal
funding—is majority-owned and controlled by
Kinder Morgan. 
When one of the WCMRC representatives met

with concerned Gulf Islanders on November 5, 2016

on Mayne Island, he claimed that dilbit could be
cleaned up. 
In response to my question, he even offered a

particular instance in July 2007 in which he claimed
WCMRC had done so. I had to correct him. That
spill was due to a road-crew excavator hitting the
Kinder Morgan pipeline, leading to synthetic crude,
not dilbit, reaching Burrard Inlet. Bear in mind,
even though WCMRC will claim they are confident
they can clean up dilbit, they have never done it and
leading scientists say it cannot be done.
So an enhanced spill response process is great.

But it does nothing to allay the fact that dilbit cannot
be cleaned up. The volatile diluent—including
carcinogens—is likely to separate from the solid tar-
like bitumen. The carcinogens will waft into the air.
The bitumen will turn to oil balls and sink. 
The Ocean Protection plan is great. Let’s get on

with removing derelict vessels and dealing with
existing threats. But it leaves no comfort whatsoever
for approving Kinder Morgan. 0
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